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                        A beautiful cottage 

       Jenny and Paul live in a beautiful cottage with two levels.  

It is in the countryside.  The cottage has two double bedrooms,  

a big bathroom, a kitchen, a living-room and a toilet.  

The living-room has lovely furniture and an open fire.  

The kitchen and the garage are downstairs. There is a big garden 

 with trees and flowers. It is in front of the cottage. 

“ Adapted from Headway “ 

I read the text carefully and answer the questions. 

Task one: A- I answer the following questions.   3pts 

1) Where do Paul and Jenny live? 

     

2) Is the cottage in the city? 

   

3) Does the cottage have a garage? 

     

B- I choose   a  -  b  -  c  or  d to complete the following sentences.   2pts 

1) Jenny and Paul live in a ......................... cottage. 

a- old           b- pleasing          c- high            d- horrible 

2) The kitchen is on the ........................ floor. 

a- first         b- second            c- third            d- ground 

Task two: I fill in the gaps with the given words.   2pts 

                 floor   -  apartment  -  kitchen  -  near. 

Helen lives in a small ............................ . It is ............................. the sea. It is on the third ............................ . 

There is a ................................. , a living-room and a bedroom in it. 

Task three:  

a) I supply the punctuation and the capital letters where necessary.     2pts 

                       where do polly and steve live 
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Assessment report. ( Corrige ) 

Task one: 

A)       3pts 

1- They live in a beautiful cottage 

2- No, it isn’t. It is in the countryside. 

3- Yes, it does. 

B)      2pts 

1- b) pleasing                                       ,   2- d) ground floor 

Task two:     2pts 

1- Apartment         2- near           3- floor          4- kitchen  

Task three:  

A) Where do Polly and Steve live ?                   2pts 

B) A1: where ? 0.75      A2: who ? 0.75        A3: what time ? 0.75       A4: why ? 0.75             3pts 

C) 1-                           2-                          3-                          4-                          5-  

                         0.25                      0.25                        0.5                     0.25                       0.75 

Task four: Written Expression      6pts 

Criteria Indicators 

Relevance The student has followed: 

- The topic s/he has written about his/her bedroom. 

- The format: s/he has written a paragraph. 

Linguistic 

resources 

The student has used: 

- “ To be “ in the present simple 

- Adverbs and prepositions of place 

- Vocabulary related to the topic 

Semantic 

coherence 

- Ideas are well organized 

- Sentences are meaningful and linked correctly. 
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